
PRESSURE POET inspires creativity by combining two of 
the best known motivations to man:

Social Pressure and Fixed Time Frames 
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1. INTRODUCTION

This is the page you see when the app is 
loading.

This is the cover page for the app.

PRESSURE POET
ˈpreSHər/
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2. SELECT CONSTRAINTS

A. SELECT/INSERT 5 EMAIL ADDRESSES TO SEND YOUR CREATION TO.
The app works by sending the poem you create within a given time frame to five people you choose.

To insert their email addresses, you either enter them manually or insert them from your contact list in your phone.

To select e-mail addresses from your contacts, select ‘Insert from contacts’. This 
will take you to your phone directory screen.

Here, check the boxes for five contacts you want the piece to go too and tap the 
double arrows at the bottom of the page to complete the selection.

The app will pull their email addresses from the phone directory and insert them into the 
blank spaces on the next page for verification.

Tap on ‘Next’ to continue.

  Insert Manually

Insert from contacts

 LIST YOUR FIVE
Pick five of your friends to send your creation to.

Write their emails here…

>>

LIST YOUR FIVE
Pick five of your friends to send your creation to.

Write their emails here…

NEXT

1. audreyodonkor@gmail.com

2. emmanueldarko@yahoo.com

3. arinabykadorova@yale.edu

4. preciousberyl@gmail.com

5. fitzgerald123@gmail.com
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2. SELECT CONSTRAINTS

A. SELECT/INSERT 5 EMAIL ADDRESSES TO SEND YOUR CREATION TO.

To enter the five email addresses manually, select the option ‘Insert Manually.’

The app will take you to a screen that will allow you to type each individual email 
address into the corresponding page.

Tap on ‘Next’ to continue.

The app works by sending the poem you create within a given time frame to five people you choose.

To insert their email addresses, you either enter them manually or insert them from your contact list in your phone.

LIST YOUR FIVE
Pick five of your friends to send your creation to.

Write their emails here…

NEXT

1. audreyodonkor@gmail.com

2. emmanueldarko@yahoo.com

3. arinabykadorova@yal

4.

5. 

  Insert Manually

Insert from contacts

 LIST YOUR FIVE
Pick five of your friends to send your creation to.

Write their emails here…
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B. CHOOSE YOUR TIME FRAME
The user has the option to select between three clearly defined time frames, 5, 10 and 15 minutes, for the 

completion of their project.

   In addition for the more risk-loving user, there is an option labelled with a question mark (?) which randomly 
assigns a time frame for the project.

A darker shaded circle shows the option that the user has selected. 
(15 minutes)

This is what the page looks like. 

Tap the ‘?’ button to be randomly assigned a time frame.

Tap on ‘Next’ to continue.

CHOOSE YOUR 
TIME

CHOOSE YOUR 
TIME

Tap a number to select the number of minutes you 
want.

You can choose ‘?’ to be randomly assigned a time frame.

15

105

?

NEXT

CHOOSE YOUR 
TIME

CHOOSE YOUR 
TIME

Tap a number to select the number of minutes you 
want.

You can choose ‘?’ to be randomly assigned a time frame.

15

105

?

NEXT

CHOOSE YOUR 
TIME

CHOOSE YOUR 
TIME

Tap a number to select the number of minutes you 
want.

You can choose ‘?’ to be randomly assigned a time frame.

15

105

?

NEXT
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C. SPIN TO SELECT YOUR PROMPT (COLOR)

Tap on ‘Next’ to continue.

To select a prompt for writing the poem, spind the color wheel on this page.

The color it lands on will be your prompt for writing the poem

 
SPIN TO SELECT

THEME

NEXT

Palatinate

 
SPIN TO SELECT

THEME

NEXT

Fiery Orange
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3. CREATE YOUR POEM..time is ticking..

WRITE YOUR POEM

00:12:59

Whatever could purple taste like

Let me count the ways:

It could taste 

Of crayons and Aaron’s

and Mama Dean’s freshly tumbled laundry

Of whispered kisses and porous misses

of heart beats and rocket ships

I

WRITE YOUR POEM

00:08:59

Why’s yellow so swelteringly swirlingly poor

It’s rich 
much too rich for my little pauperish lips

Oh sun of mine
Crush my further broken heart

Tarnish mine
with thine golden rays

WRITE YOUR POEM

00:03:59

Red’s for

the night I didn’t come home

they found me dried up
blood curdled into stone

Red heart
Satin smile
Chicken lungs

I was a goner before I even.

WRITE YOUR POEM

00:01:59

ORANGE-Y

Makes me yawn

that angelic
blindingly heavenly whtishly

whittled cone of ice cream

‘Nilla please

Every

To remind you of which color you chose to guide your poem-writing, 
the ‘write your poem’ screen adopts that color as its background.

The time you chose or were randomly assigned shows in the bottom 
of the screen 

Immediately you get to this screen, the timer starts counting down.

*If you finish writing your poem before the time is up and are satisfied 
with your work, you have the option to tap ‘Done’ at 

the top right corner which will take you straight to the 
final page.

These are other examples of what the writing screen background could look like at different times.
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6. CONFIRMATION PAGE 

As soon as the time is up [i.e at 00:00:00] the following page pops onto the screen.

Your creation is simulataneously sent to the five e-mail addresses you listed, cc’ing your email
on the first delivery that is made.

This way you have a copy of your poem in yourinbox that you can 
always work on some more to transform 

 into a truly masterful work of art if you would like.

I’M DONE

You did it.
Now check your e-mail 
to see your creation.

CONGRATULATIONS!


